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129Xe NMR has been proven to be a powerful tool to investigate the structure of porous
materials. Xenon is a monatomic noble gas which could be used as a probe due to the
extremely sensitive to its local environment. Optical pumping techniques for production of
hyperpolarized (HP) xenon have led to an increase of sensitivity up to orders of magnitude
compared with traditional 129Xe NMR. This review summarizes the application of this
technique in porous materials and heterogeneous catalysis in recent ten years, involving of
zeolites, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), catalytic process and kinetics.
© 2021 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications

Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Xenon, an inert monatomic gas with a van derWaals diameter of 0.44 nm, is colorless, odorless, and non-flammablewhich
does not react easily with other substances. It has nine stable isotopes whereas only 129Xe (I¼ 1/2) and 131Xe (I¼ 3/2) can be
used in NMR technology attribute to their nonzero spin [1]. 131Xe with a natural abundance of 26.2% has attracted much less
attention due to the electric quadrupole moment. On the opposite, 129Xe is much more frequently used in NMR spectroscopy
both in terms of its natural abundance of 26.4% (Its sensitivity is approximately 5.60�10�3 and 31.8 with respect to 1H and
13C, respectively), and particularly its enormous chemical shift range from d �40 to d 7500 [2].

In the early 1980s, Ito [3] and Ripmeester [4] first brought xenon into NMR to study porous solids just because xenon gas is
not only with less reactive but also sensitive to the changes of its surrounding environment. Under the research background at
that time, Xe NMR emerged at a proper time and developed rapidly in the following 30 years. With the unique properties and
many potential applications, 129Xe NMR is a powerful technology which has beenwidely used in many fields, such as zeolites
[5e7], metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [8e12] and organic polymers [13].

Xenon has the very large electron cloud which is extremely polarizable. When it is adsorbed in porous materials, any little
changes taken place in structures or confined environment will influence the chemical shift. There are many factors could be
influence the chemical shift of xenon atom which is expressed by the following formula [3]:
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d¼ d0 þ dS þ dXe�Xe þ dSAS þ dE þ dM (1)

d0 is usually used as a reference which represents the xenon in gaseous phase at zero pressure, dS is in connection with the
pore structure which represents the interaction of xenon atom on the surface of materials. dXe-Xe is related to the concen-
tration of xenon gas which expresses the collisions of xenon atoms inside the pore, thus, dXe-Xe can be ignored when the
density of xenon is reduced to a certain extent. Different metal particles or highly charged cations are identified as the strong
adsorption sites inside the pore will influence the dSAS. dE and dM are the contributions of the electric andmagnetic field of the
cations. dE and dM can be ignored for small ions such as Naþ, Liþ, and Hþ for cation exchanged zeolites.

The chemical shifts detected by 129Xe NMR are affected by various chemical environments in which Xe nuclei are located,
however, the relaxation time of xenon nuclei in amorphous materials and mesoporous zeolites is relative longer. This factor
had limited the further development of 129Xe NMR technology. At the same time, improving the sensitivity of 129Xe NMR is
another challengeable requirement work. With the development of new technologies, the detection sensitivity could be
improved by 104 times and relaxation time can be greatly reduced by using hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe.

The nuclear spin polarization of conventional 129Xe NMR is governed by Boltzmann equilibrium. Using spin-exchange and
optical-pumping techniques (SEOP) to generate HP 129Xe which can break Boltzmann equilibrium and raise sensitivity to a
rather high range [14]. That is why more andmore HP 129Xe are widely used not only in NMR fields but also extend to nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [15e19].

2. Basic principle and technique of HP 129Xe NMR

In the early 1950s, Kastler [20] first discovered the balance of nuclear spin energy level could be changed by polarized
light. Almost 10 years later, Bouchiat [21] found the phenomenon that optical polarization of alkali metal such as rubidium
can be transferred to rare gas through Overhauser effect. The first polarized 129Xe NMR spectrum was observed by Happer
[22] in the 1980s. In 1991, optical pumping technology was successfully used in physical adsorption of Xe NMR by Pines [23].
Zeng [24] obtained the signal of 129Xe NMR by the spin-exchange cesium. The fundamental principle of SEOP techniques were
explained in detail below.

2.1. Optical pumping

Highly nuclear spin polarization can be obtained by using optical pumping to break the nuclear spin distribution in
thermal equilibrium (see Fig. 1) [14]. Optical pumping method, which was first shown by Kastler, achieves highly non-
Boltzmann population distribution by exploiting the quantum mechanical selection rules of angular momentum [20].
Alkali-metal atoms can be optically pumped at the wavelength of their D1 transition (975 nm for Rb). The electronic energy
levels of the alkali-metal atoms split into (2J þ 1) sub-levels in the presence of the external magnetic field. J is the quantum
Fig. 1. Cartoon depicting the effect of laser-polarization for a collection of spin 1/2 nuclei. Adapted with permission [14]. Copyright 2002, Elsevier.
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number of the electronic angular momentum. Electronic energy levels S1/2 and P1/2 are involved in the D1 transition of alkali-
mental atoms. Irradiation of circularly polarized dþ light results in an electronic transition from the ground state (S1/2)
sublevel with mJ¼�1/2 to the excited state (P1/2) sublevel with mJ ¼ þ1/2. The optically pumped alkali-metal atoms return
within about 30 ns into the two ground-state (S1/2) sublevels with mJ¼±1/2. During the transition, fluorescence will be
emitted. The alkali metal atoms will lose polarization if the fluorescence is re-absorbed. Therefore, a buffer gas (common N2)
is added to quench the fluorescence. For the whole process, the number of mJ ¼ þ1/2 in the ground state is increasing, on the
opposite, the number of electrons in mJ¼�1/2 is decreasing due to continuous optical pumping (see Fig. 2(a)).
2.2. Spin exchange

Spin exchange refers to the process of transferring the spin angular momentum of electrons from alkali-metals to nuclei of
inert gases (see Fig. 2(b)). Optically pumped alkali-metal atoms can exchange their electron spin polarizationwith other spins.
The spin-exchange between optically pumped alkali-metal atom and 3He occurs predominantly during binary collisions. The
spin-exchange between optically pumped alkali-metal atoms and heavier noble gases such as 129Xe is mediated by the
formation of van derWaals molecules, especially at relatively low pressures. The nuclear polarization P of the noble gas after a
given duration of optical pumping (t) is governed by the relation [25,26]:

P¼ rSE
rSE þ r0

PRb
�
1� e�ðrSEþr0Þt� (2)

Where PRb is the electron spin polarization of the Rb, rSE is the rate of spin exchange between the noble gas nuclei and the
rubidium electrons, and r0 contains all other contributions to the longitudinal relaxation of the noble gas nuclei. As a
consequence, the optical pumping and spin exchange can obtain a higher spin polarization of non-equilibrium nuclei and
increase the polarizability by 4e5 orders of magnitude [14,25].
2.3. Continuous flow and magic angle spinning technology

In situ continuous flow (CF) andmagic angle spinning (MAS) techniques also developed in HP 129Xe NMR. MAS technology
which spinning the NMR rotor at the magic angle qm (54.74�, where 1�3cos2qm¼ 0), can increase the resolution through
eliminated the anisotropy of solid samples which can easily identify and analyze the NMR spectrum [27,28].

In situ NMR studies of heterogeneous catalytic, the reaction condition such as temperature, pressure and gas flow rate of
reaction are best closely to the real chemical reactions and cooperated with chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry
(MS) to evaluate the reactivity of catalytic reactions [29]. The reaction was conducted under the CF condition for the majority
of industrial catalytic processes, so it also drives the workers committed to the development for in situ solid-state NMR flow
reactor. In order to solve this problem, the first step is to obtain a narrow spectral line by sampling the rotor under MAS
condition. Secondly, the integrity of samples should be maintained in the process of flowing atmosphere passing through the
Fig. 2. Cartoons of the alkali-metal optical-pumping (a) and spin-exchange processes (b). Adapted with permission [14]. Copyright 2002, Elsevier.
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rotor. Despite there are many technical difficulties, some international laboratories still focused on this field and achieved
excellent results [30e34]. In 1995, Hunger [30] first use the NMR rotor as a fix-bed reactor to imitate real catalytic reaction at
the condition of MAS and CF of reactants. The first CF MAS probe was improved by Hunger with a commercial Bruker 7mm
MAS probe [35]. Hunger et al. used this CF MAS probe to study the mechanism of methanol-to-olefin (MTO) process and
proposed that the surface methoxy species play an important role in the formation of “hydrocarbon pool” [36e38]. Xu et al.
[39] studied the reaction kinetics in nano-confined space using in situ HP 129Xe NMR together with CF and MAS methods
(Fig. 3).

3. HP 129Xe NMR applied in porous materials

According to different pore sizes, porous materials can be classified into microporous (d＜2 nm), mesoporous
(2 nm� d< 50 nm) and macroporous (d� 50 nm) [40]. Microporous materials have unique crystal and channel structures,
which not only determine their special shape selectivity catalysis, but also exhibit the strong adsorption and separation
performance. On the other hand, the small pore size has also limited the diffusion in the process of macromolecular catalytic
reactions. Mesoporous materials have large pore size, uniform pore structure and flexible composition, which can be used as
catalysts and carries for macromolecular catalytic reactions. For macromolecular reactions or viscous system with minimal
diffusion, macroporous materials can improve catalytic performance more effectively. 129Xe NMR is one of the most effective
and sensitive methods to detect porous materials, make good use of HP technology could greatly improve detection sensi-
tivity and reduce testing time, especially in the situation of a small number of samples, low specific surface area, and
nonequilibrium process. This section mainly introduced the applications of HP 129Xe NMR in zeolites and MOFs [41e43].

3.1. Zeolites

As an important member of inorganic porous material, zeolites have a regular pore channel structure, a large specific
surface area and amolecular size of a channel which can bewidely used in the fields of catalysis, ion exchange, gas adsorption,
and separation [44].

In 1982, Fraissard and Ripmeester first introduce 129Xe probe into the catalytic system of zeolites, and since then, 129Xe
NMR technology developed rapidly from conventional 129Xe to HP 129Xe NMR with the additional CF and MAS techniques.
One-dimensional corresponding with two-dimensional HP 129Xe NMR spectrums can clearly study pore structure and
connectivity, distribution of guest particles, location of coke deposition, and diffusion process of adsorbed molecules on the
surface [45].

3.1.1. Pore structure and connectivity
In general, properties of a single zeolite cannot accommodate all the requirements, so the combination of two or more

zeolites with different pore structures or different properties by means of synthesis may represent a good synergistic effect
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of in situ CF HP 129Xe MAS NMR. Adapted with permission [39]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 4. HP 129Xe NMR spectra of Xe adsorbed in MCM-49, mechanically mixed, co-crystallized, and ZSM-35 zeolites at 153 K and 143 K. Adapted with permission
[46]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.
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that a single zeolite does not have. The co-crystallized and hierarchical pores zeolites are the most discussed composite
porous molecular sieves in recent years.

The pore connectivity of MCM-49/ZSM-5 co-crystallized zeolites were studied by Liu et al. [46] Fig. 4 shows the HP 129Xe
NMR spectra between co-crystallized and mechanically mixed zeolites at 153 K and 143 K. At this temperature, the Xe ex-
changes quite slow in different pores of each zeolite, so the single signal of MCM-49 and ZSM-35 in the 129Xe NMR may
represent the characteristic structure themselves. In the spectra of co-crystallized and mechanically mixed zeolites, the
signals of low-field and high-field are ascribed to Xe gas adsorbed in MCM-49 and ZSM-35 analogues, respectively. However,
the signal in the high-field moving to the lower field compared to the pure ZSM-35 zeolite, because the Xe atoms exchange in
the two different areas. At 143 K, the chemical shift difference (Dd) in mechanically mixed zeolites (Dd¼ 65) are more than
that of co-crystallized zeolites (Dd¼ 34). It is a strong evidence to demonstrate xenon gas exchange much faster in the co-
crystallized zeolite than that in mechanically mixed MCM-49 and ZSM-35 zeolites, further proved that the co-crystallized
and mechanically mixed zeolites have different pore structures and connectivities.

Two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) HP 129Xe NMR could provide more information which can help to easily
detect pore structure, interconnectivity and distribution of adsorption sites [47,48], unlike other means of characterizations
such as small angle X-ray and scanning electron microscope (SEM) which can only provide regional information.

Liu et al. [49] studied three types of zeolites with hierarchical pores bymeans of 2D-EXSY HP 129Xe NMR. Fig. 5 displays the
2D-EXSY HP 129Xe NMRofMeso-ZSM-5-50 andmechanical mixture composed of ZSM-5 and SiO2 with differentmixing times
(tmix). In Fig. 5(a1), there are no cross-peaks appear during the mixing time less than 0.2ms, which shows the xenon atoms
have not been exchanged between micro- and meso-pores in Meso-ZSM-5-50. Then increasing tmix to 1ms. Fig. 5(b1) shows
the presence of cross-peaks whichmeans that the exchange has been occurred at that time scale. For the mechanical mixture,
Fig. 5(2) shows that even increasing tmix to 1ms, there is still no exchange between ZSM-5 and SiO2. Then increasing tmix to
5ms, the cross-peaks just appeared and became stronger when extending mixing time to 10ms. The time scale of xenon
atoms exchange between ZSM-5 and SiO2 will be slower than that in Meso-ZSM-5-50 just due to the interparticle diffusion.
The different Xe adsorption behaviors indicate the characters of their hierarchical pores structure. And 2D HP 129Xe NMR can
intuitively demonstrated that micro-andmeso-porous in theMeso-ZSM-5may staymuch closer and have better connectivity
than that in mechanical mixtures.

Variable-temperature HP 129Xe NMR is also an effective method to study connectivity. Recently, Wang et al. [6] used this
method to study different MZSM-5. Xenon atoms are easily adsorbed in 10-membered ring channel of ZSM-5 as shown. The
Dd value is also a core data to evaluate the connectivity.DdMZSM-5-A is 59 at 173 K, the same phenomenon are observed at 153 K
and 163 K, which is lower than that of DdMZSM-5-B (69), demonstrated MZSM-5-A has better interconnectivity betweenmicro-
and meso-pores than MZSM-5-B. More than that MZSM-5-A exhibited the longest lifetime during MTO catalysis process
compared with MZSM-5-B and conventional ZSM-5 catalyst. In addition to ZSM-5, SAPO-34 is also a common industrial
catalyst used in MTO reaction. Wang et al. [50] studied the pore connectivity of mesoporous SAPO-34 with HP 129Xe NMR. In
the sample SP34-MS, the low-field signals (d 198 and 148) and high-field signal (d 115) are ascribed to the Xe atoms absorbed
in micro- andmeso-porous in CHA structure. Compared with mechanically mixture which Dd betweenmicro-and meso-pore
is 40, Dd of SP34-MS is 33 which is less than that of previously mentioned one. This result can clearly illustrated SP34-MS has
better interconnectivity between micro- and meso-pores than mechanically mixture.
15



Fig. 5. HP 129Xe 2D-EXSY NMR spectra of Meso-ZSM-5-50 (a(1), b(1), c(1)) and mechanically mixed conventional ZSM-5 and silica (a(2), b(2), c(2)) at 143 K with
different mixing times (tmix). Adapted with permission [49]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.
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3.1.2. Monitoring zeolite nucleation
The crystallization of zeolite is a complicated process, which is affected bymany factors, among which the most important

factors are template agent, silicon source, gel composition and crystallization conditions. There are still arguments about the
formation mechanism of zeolites, which can be divided into the following three viewpoints: solid phase transition, liquid
phase transition and solid liquid two-phase transition mechanism.

HP 129Xe NMR is a new technique which can be used to identify the pore structure changes from initial gel to crystal
nucleus formation and the process of crystal growth. Valtchev and Zhang et al. [51] used variable-temperature HP 129Xe NMR
(see Fig. 6) to investigate the crystallization process of A-type zeolite by combing, N2 adsorption, transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and other technologies. Compared with N2 adsorption experiments, the initial gel contains only meso-
pores, so the observed peak a, can be ascribed to fragments of mesopores. After half an hour of hydrothermal treatment, the
peak position and strength of peak a have not changed in Fig. 6(A) and (B). In fact, this 30min is the time which takes the
reactants to reach the crystallization temperature of 90 �C. After hydrothermal treatment for an hour, great changes have
taken place in the HP 129Xe NMR as shown in Fig. 6(C). In addition to the peak a ascribed to the mesopores, a new peak b
attribute to the birth of the first zeolite structure in the gel appears at 233 K, which provides indirect information about the
change of solid structure. Lowering the temperature to 153 K and the peak b is shifted to lower field. At room temperature, the
gradually disappearance of peak b is the reliable evidence of extremely low phase abundance of zeolite. Due to the strong
interaction between xenon atoms and zeolite structure, the detection of the zeolite is improved a lot at low temperature. The
intensity of peaks a and peak b are correlated, which means the increase of the peak b is accompanied by the decrease of the
peak a as shown in Fig. 6(D). After 2 h of hydrothermal treatment, Fig. 6(E) shows that the mesoporous peak a disappeared
completely in the HP 129Xe NMR and only peak b is observed. It is quite surprising that there is no mesoporous can be
observed at this stage. Considering the N2 adsorption data, mesoporous components are still dominant in specimen. However,
the signal of Xe atoms inmicropores of zeolite can be only observed in the spectrum. The results show that nucleation process
took place in the solid phase and then crystal nucleus is released into the liquid phase for crystallization. This process follows
the autocatalytic mechanism. HP 129Xe NMR has successfully detected the production of zeolite A with a real low concen-
tration (<1wt %) at the induction stage which was difficult to observe by X-ray diffraction (XRD) or TEM.

3.1.3. Location of guest species
Understanding the location of guest species is also a challenging task in zeolites. For example, in petro-chemistry,

bifunctional catalysts are basically composed of metal-supported zeolites. The high acidity of zeolite is responsible for
cracking and isomerization, and the metal phase is responsible for hydrogenation or dehydrogenation reactions. In order to
improve the efficiency of catalytic reactions, it is a good method to introduce specific chemical species, such as cations, metal
particles or oxides into the pores of zeolites [52]. So, it is very crucial to detect the definite location of guest species in zeolites
for better understanding the mechanism of catalytic reaction.

HP 129Xe probe can provide the distribution of guest species of entire sample compared to the TEM, which can only display
local information. Zhang et al. [53] used HP 129Xe probe to study the distribution of gallium atoms as the gallium concen-
tration increasing in MCM-41 zeolite at different temperatures which is shown in Fig. 7. As the gallium concentration
increased from 18.6wt % to 65.1 wt % at 298 K, the peak intensity of xenon at d 80 decreases with the increasing of Ga loading
and the chemical displacement is almost the same as that of the main mesochannel of MCM-41. Meanwhile, a new signal at
d 100 appears in the lower field. This larger chemical shift is still in the range of mesopores. Lowering the temperature to 193 K
and 233 K, the signal at low-field becomes sharper and stronger. With the increasing of Ga loading, its intensity increases
gradually at the expense of the proximal signal at the higher field with increasing gallium loadings. Based on these results, the
signal at higher field is ascribed to xenon gas adsorbed in the empty mesochannels of MCM-41, the lower field signal
attributed to xenon gas adsorbed in the mesochannels of MCM-41 which gallium guests are located. Increasing the gallium
loading up to 65.1wt %, more and more gallium atoms are adsorbed into the mesochannels of MCM-41, and a portion of
gallium remains in the interparticle voids. But there are still empty mesochannels left, which indicates gallium nanocrystals
are not uniformly distributed in MCM-41 zeolite.

Li et al. [54] used HP 129Xe NMR to detect the distribution of Mo species in the Mo/HBeta-Al2O3 catalyst at different
temperatures. The spectra are shown as Fig. 8 and the signal at d 80 is ascribed to xenon gas signal adsorbed in 12-membered
ring channels of HBeta zeolite. The signal at d 103 could be assigned to xenon gas adsorbed in the pores of Al2O3 the signal
disappears at room temperature but emerges when reducing the temperature to 173 K. Only the signal at d 80 appears in
HBeta-Al2O3 material because the xenon gas is easily adsorbed in micropore rather than mesopore. With the introduction of
Mo species into the HBeta-Al2O3 material, the xenon signal shows a small displacement moved to lower field at 173 K and
153 K which indicated that a very slight amount of Mo species is located in the pores of HBeta and the pore size of HBeta is
slightly reduced. The small peak at d 103 emerges is ascribed to the signal of empty Al2O3. Then this signal becomes more
obvious and shifts to a lower field at 153 K for the HBeta-Al2O3 composite supported withMo concentrationwhich is 4wt % or
9wt %. However, there is no signal from empty Al2O3 indicates that adding Mo species into the composite carrier could inhibit
xenon gas exchange in the HBeta and Al2O3. It concluded that Mo species may be located at the boundary of the HBeta and
Al2O3. Increasing Mo loading up to 9wt % at 153 K, two new signals appear, one is d 131 which ascribed to xenon adsorbed in
empty Al2O3 and the other additional peak is centered at d 145 which ascribed to xenon adsorbed in Al2O3 containing Mo
species, because the deposition of Mo species in Al2O3 pores may reduce the mean free path of xenon atoms, resulting a
displacement of xenon signal moved to lower field. Therefore, the HP 129Xe NMR clearly shows that Mo species is not evenly
17



Fig. 6. Temperature-dependent HP 129Xe NMR spectra of solids obtained after (A) 0, (B) 30, (C) 60, (D) 90, (E) 120, (F) 150, (G) 180, and (H) 300min of hy-
drothermal treatment. And the schematic presentation of most important stages of zeolite A formation from a sodium-rich aluminosilicate system. The important
stages of zeolite formation are marked with A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. Adapted with permission [51]. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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distributed in HBeta and Al2O3 composite material. In the case of high Mo species loading, these species prefer to locate at
boundary and in pores of Al2O3 rather than in pores of HBeta zeolites.

3.1.4. Interaction with cations
Research the setting and valence state changes of metal ions in the zeolites can be in-depth figure out the role of active

center. Usually, electron spin resonance (ESR) combinedwith X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can identify the valence
state of metal ions, but not provide the active site. Whereas the Xe atom is very sensitive to the change of its surrounding
environment and the chemical shift difference (Dd) is compelling evidence to provide information about species location and
influence of cations.

The faujasite (FAU) zeolite has three different kinds of structures, the super cage (SII) with a twelve-membered ring
(0.74 nm), the sodalite cage (SI0) with a six-membered ring (0.23 nm) and the six-prism cage (SI) with a double-six-membered
ring (0.23 nm), the cations can distribute in all three kinds of cages. Xu et al. [55] used HP 129Xe NMR to study the effects in
FAU zeolites with different metal cations. There are two kinds of signals in the spectra fromwhich the d 0 is attributed to the
signal from the gas phase and the other attributes to the xenon adsorption of the super cage. The signal of 95Ag5NaX (d �17)
zeolite transferred to high field obviously at 100 �C revealed the electric field gradient generated by Agþ has a strong
interaction to Xe nucleus and increasing shielding effects of the xenon electron cloud. Grosses [56] suggests the reason for
shielding is a 4dp - 5dp back-donation from 4d-orbit of Ag to 5d-orbit of Xe. However, the signal of 20Ag80NaY has a little
change compared with NaY, showed that the content of Agþ in the cage is rather low. More Agþ transfer to the cages with the
increase of Ag þ exchanged lead to the chemical displacement of 129Xe moved to the high field. Therefore the change of
chemical shift is a sensor signal to infer the setting of Agþ. It can be observed that there is a competitive relationship between
the interaction of Agþ-Xe, and XeeXe. At high temperature, the chemical displacement of 129Xe mainly depends on the
interaction of Agþ -Xe, and low temperature depend on XeeXe. In this work, Xu also detected the other cations such as Cuþ,
Cu2þ and Csþ. Cu þ shows the same results due to it similar nd10 electronic structure to Agþ. In Cu2þ condition, the spectrawill
be broadened and the 129Xe signal in the super cage will disappear due to its partial paramagnetism. On the other hand, Csþ

can adsorb Xe atoms in super cage just because it has the familiar electronic structure with Xe atom, as a result, the chemical
shift of 129Xe moved to down-field.
18



Fig. 7. HP 129Xe NMR of Ga/MCM-41 mesocomposites at (a) 353 K, (b) 298 K, (c) 233 K, and (d) 193 K. Adapted with permission [53]. Copyright 2005, American
Chemical Society.
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3.2. Other porous materials

In recent 10 years, MOFs have been considered to be one of the most exciting developments in porous materials [57]. Two-
or three-dimensional networks with many novel topologies are formed by self-assembly of metal cations and organic linkers.
Most of the networks exhibited micro- or mesopores. Their adjustable apertures (0.5e3 nm), high thermal stabilities, per-
manent porosities, flexible frameworks and ultra-high specific surface areas, make these materials could be wildly used in
many fields such as gas storage, ion-exchange, heterogeneous catalysis, sensing, separation, molecular recognition, and drug
delivery [58].

MIL-53, a kind of MOF material represents flexible topologies, exists two different structures which can transfer to each
other under certain conditions. One is large-pore (lp) which is an almost quadrate shape and the other is narrow-pore (np)
which varied from a rhombus shape. Springuel-Huet [59] used thermal-polarized and laser-polarized 129Xe NMR to study the
phase transition between lp and np as shown in Fig. 9. The narrow line A at high-field is corresponding to the lp form of MIL-
53 and with xenon pressure increase, a broad anisotropic line B at low-field is ascribed to np form. Reducing the temperature
from 222 K to 218 K, the lp signal A gradually decreases until disappears while the np signal B appears and gradually
strengthens indicating the transformation from lp to np has been occurred and completed in MIL-53. So the HP 129Xe NMR is
an efficient and sensitive method to observe the structural transformation of MIL-53 from lp form to np form.

As a branch of MOFs, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have wide application prospects in many fields due to their
versatility in transition metal centers and custom organic connectors. ZIF-8 has a sodalite topology composed of cavities with
diameter of 1.16 nm and the cavities are connected by 8 windows with diameter of 0.34 nm. Even the diameter of xenon atom
is larger than that of aperture, xenon atom can also be adsorbed in ZIF-8 maybe due to the flexibility of ZIF-8 structure. In
2013, Springuel-Huet [60] use the variable-temperature HP 129Xe NMR to confirm the flexibility of the ZIF-8. The spectra at
low temperature showing the chemical shifts of xenon atoms suddenly increasing (Dd> 100) in a few degrees from 170 K to
163 K, is the direct experimental evidence for structural flexibility of ZIF-8. From 153 K to 173 K, the chemical displacement of
129Xe atom increases greatly, indicating that the organic connecter can be redirected. This structural change is confirmed by
an increase in the xenon load of about 8 atoms per chamber at low temperatures. Rearrangement of adsorbed phase may
occur at low temperature leading to a sharp increase in chemical displacements.
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Fig. 8. Variable-temperature HP 129Xe NMR spectra of HBeta zeolites, alumina, and Mo/HB-nAl catalysts acquired at (a) 293 K, (b) 173 K, (c) 153 K. Adapted with
permission [54]. Copyright 2007, Elsevier.
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Demarquay and Fraissard [61] established a model to calculate the mean free path in the pores of zeolites from the
chemical shift of 129Xe, which was successfully applied in many fields such as pillared clays and mesoporous silica materials.
However, the 129Xe chemical displacement experimental database of MOFs is quite limited, and only for a few examples such
as IRMOFs [62], ZIF-8 [60], MIL-53 [59] and UiO-66 [9] have been published so far. Tobias et al. [63], obtained the microscopic
image of 129Xe chemical displacement of Xe atoms adsorbed in the CAU-1 derivatives and other reticular by DFT calculations.
The interactions and dynamics of an isolated Xe atom are modeled by a large number of potential adsorption sites repre-
senting the network. A three-dimensional map of the location of Xe atom is established and two hypersurfaces, one for the
energy and one for the chemical shift of 129Xe, are distributed. These diagrams allow the experimental chemical displacement
of 129Xe to be modeled as the average total xenon atoms positions. HP 129Xe NMR can fingerprint the porosity and side chain
disturbance of CAU-1 frameworks and extend to other MOFs materials.

Metal nanoparticles stabilized by MOFs is a new research hotspot in recent years, however the localization of guest metal
nanoparticles still face great challenges. Jiang et al. [12] studied the location of Pt and PtCu nanoparticles inside MIL-101 by
using HP 129Xe technique cooperatedwith high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electronmicroscopy (HAADF-
STEM) and positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS), and drew a conclusion that the nanoparticles are mostly embedded
inside the MOF pores rather than surface. 129Xe is a sensitive MOFs probe to characterize the pores and its low field signal
comes from xenon molecules absorbed in the pores of MIL-101. The chemical shifts of 129Xe gradually move the higher field
along with the increasing percent of PtCu in MIL-101 which means that the void spaces of MIL-101 are smaller than before.
The results further demonstrate that the metal nanoparticles are mainly encapsulated in MOF pores. This method will lay a
foundation for the detection of guest species location in different host porous materials, thus greatly promoting the devel-
opment of host-guest nanocomposites, especially in the field of catalysis.

Clays are also one of the common porous materials with broad applications because of their properties of exchangeable
anion and adjustable pore size. Pillared structure of triethylamine-hectorite consists of inorganic pockets of two tetrahedral
silicate layers condensed to a central magnesium oxide octahedral layer intercalated by tetraethylammonium cations. Sozzani
[64] studied the interlayer nanoporosity of pillared hectorite with CF HP 129Xe NMR spectra at variable temperature and
demonstrated the open pore accessibility of the structure to gases.

In the early 1990s, a new class of mesoporous silica material which named M41S had attracted most attention of many
researchers. Most studies concerned the representative member of the family which are MCM-41 [65] and SBA-15 [66],
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Fig. 9. Large-pore (A) and narrow-pore (B) forms of MIL-53 structure and HP 129Xe NMR spectra versus temperature at P¼ 1.33 kPa. Adapted with permission [59].
Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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respectively. Galarneau [67] studied the dissolution and redistribution processes of silica in MCM-41 and SBA-15 materials
under water treatment with variable pressure HP 129Xe NMR. The differences between the local curvatures of silica in the
different structures explain the difference of behavior in water with respect to silica dissolution and redeposition. Similar
experiments onMCM-41 lead to a totally different dissolution and redeposition process because of its thinner walls: decrease
of pore size, surface area and pore volume.

Porous carbon materials with high specific surface areas and superhydrophobicity had attracted much research interest
due to their potential application in various fields including adsorption and separation of gases, energy storage and catalysis
[68e70]. Saito [71] studied the xenon adsorption behavior in meso-size pores of carbon black materials using HP 129Xe NMR
spectroscopy. In this work, Saito first demonstrated HP 129Xe NMR spectroscopy which has been shown to be successful for
studying carbon black materials with Pt of the fuel cells of electric vehicles in order to decide the physisorption enthalpy.

HP 129Xe NMR spectroscopy had been widely used to understand the structure of these porous materials. It has been also
confirmed to be a powerful tool to obtain fast and reliable information concerning the distribution of metal particles inside
the porosity or the internal structure of organically-modified porous materials. Valuable information regarding the presence
of strong adsorption centers associated with modification of the chemical composition of the porous materials and the
presence of an interaction between xenon and the organic phase can be obtained. Structural properties as well as heats of
adsorption are obtained by combing variable pressure and temperature CF HP 129Xe NMRmeasurements and the evolution of
the 129Xe NMR chemical shift [45].
4. HP 129Xe NMR applied in catalytic processes

Catalysis plays amajor role in the chemical industry. Approximately 85% of chemical processes use catalysts andmore than
25% gross domestic product of developed countries comes from the catalytic processes [72,73]. The catalytic reaction had
been considered as a black box for such a long time. So it is very crucial to explore the principle of catalytic so that the
selectivity and the products can be improved a lot. Scientists have been working on the development of in-situ character-
ization techniques to reveal the process of catalytic reactions under real conditions. In situ NMR detecting catalytic reaction
under real working conditions, which would provide extremely important signal about catalytic active sites and reaction
active intermediates [74,75], is a powerful technique for the study of mechanism, kinetics and structure of catalyst at a
molecular level [76]. In situ catalytic processes detected by HP 129Xe NMR is described in detail in this section.

Anala [76] studied in situ combustion process of methane on NaX zeolite. Since the chemical shift of 129Xe is directly
related to temperature, the combustion in different areas could be observed clearly. Ripmeester [77] studied the adsorption of
an organic zeolite, the result shows that in situ HP 129Xe NMR can detect the changes from activity to inertia after adsorption
of dichloromethane and the vacancy in the molecular sieve.

Xu et al. [39] studied the methanol conversion in chabazite (CHA) nanocages coupled with CF HP 129Xe NMR to investigate
the kinetic and dynamic processes. HP 129Xe NMR spectra displays the xenon gas co-injected with methanol in CHA
nanocages at 25 �C and 180 �C which corresponding to the adsorption and reaction process as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). At
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25 �C, the peak at d 84 can be ascribed to the adsorption of Xe in the empty CHA cages. The peaks at lower field are ascribed to
xenon gas adsorbed in CHA cages. Continue to inject xenon gas together with methanol, another dynamic signal gradually
occurs at low-field which may reasonable attributed to xenon gas and methanol adsorbed together in CHA cages. Increasing
mixed feeding time to 15min, the signal at lower field transferred to d 99 and kept stable which means the dynamic equi-
librium has been accomplishedwhen xenon gas andmethanol co-adsorbed in CHA cages. On the other hand, the signal at d 84
which ascribed to xenon gas adsorbed in empty cages gradually decreased until disappeared. Fig. 10(b) shows the HP 129Xe
NMR spectra at 180 �C which reveals the reaction kinetics of methanol in CHA nanocages. With the 129Xe gas and 13CH3OH
continuous co-injected in CHA zeolite, the signal at d 84 attributes to empty cage decreases, while the signal at d 92 which
ascribed to 13CH3OH adsorbed in CHA cage and d 88 which related to 13CH3OH reaction in CHA cage increase. When the
strength of empty cage drops to 0, the intensities of the remaining two signal are no longer change.

The kinetic curves of methanol adsorbed in CHA nanocages is obtained by fitting the second-order exponential decay
equation as shown in Fig. 10(c). According to the kinetic equation r¼ Ka [Cage]nempty (r represents the reaction rate and Ka
represents the adsorption constants), the adsorption rate equation r¼ Ka [Cage]1.57empty is obtained. The activation energy of
methanol adsorption in the CHA nanocages could be estimated approximately 5.2 kJ/mol according to the Arrhenius equation
as shown in Fig. 10(d) which indicates that methanol adsorption in CHA nanocage belongs to physical adsorption. Use the
same method also successfully obtained the kinetic curves of methanol reaction process as shown in Fig. 10(e) and the
apparent activation energy of active site in methanol reaction could be calculated approximately 57 kJ/mol as shown in
Fig. 10(f). These kinetic parameters are obtained directly from the molecular level.

In order to further confirm the attribution of peak B at d 88 and provide more information about dynamic exchange
between different adsorption sites of HP 129Xe, HP 2D-EXSY 129Xe NMR is also involved as shown in Fig. 11. The occurrence of
cross-peaks related to peak A in Fig. 11(a) indicates that the xenon gas exchange between peak A and gas phase occurs at the
time scale of 30ms. The other cross-peaks related to peak B appear in Fig. 11(c) indicate that the exchange of xenon gas
between the peak B and gas phase occurs when the mixing time increasing to 80ms. Thus, the xenon gas exchange rate
between the peak A and gas phase is faster than that between peak B and gas phase. This phenomenon may be due to the
desorption of products, which restricts the movement of xenon atoms between gas phase and CHA cages. So, it further
confirms that the signal B could be assigned to HP 129Xe gas and 13CH3OH co-adsorbed in reaction cage, inwhich 13CH3OH are
converted to dimethyl ether (DME) and water on Brӧnsted acid site. HP 129Xe NMR technique is able to study kinetic curves
and apparent activation energy of the nanocage with the active site due to the high sensitivity of xenon atom, and this
Fig. 10. In situ HP 129Xe MAS NMR spectra recorded with a time resolution of 10 s per spectrum as a function of time during adsorption of methanol in CHA
nanocages at 25 �C (a) and 180 �C (b); Kinetic curves of methanol adsorption (c) and reaction (e) in the CHA nanocages at various temperatures; (d) Arrhenius plot
of rate constant Ka at different adsorption temperatures, Ea is the adsorption cativation energy; (f) Arrhenius plot of rate constants kr at different reaction
temperatures, Ea is the apparent reaction activation energy. Adapted with permission [39]. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
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approach can be extended to the other reactions and generally applied in the investigation of reaction kinetics in a restricted
geometry under real working conditions.

Apart from adsorption and reaction kinetic, the molecular diffusion also plays a crucial role in catalytic process. Xu et al.
studied [78] the methanol adsorption and desorption process in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) compared with
MCM-41 zeolite by using in situ CF HP 129Xe NMR [Fig. 12(a) and (c)]. Methanol and HP Xenon are co-injected into the sample
and then methanol gradually occupied the pore channels, resulting the adsorption signal of 129Xe reduced and finally
reaching a steady state. And then switch off the methanol, the adsorption signal of 129Xe is gradually enhanced due to the
desorption of methanol. The diffusion rate of methanol in MCM-41 and SWNT can be compared according to the change rage
of 129Xe signal during adsorption or desorption process. Fig. 12(b) and (d) highlight the time variation in relative peak in-
tensities on the condition that switch on and off xenon gas which corresponding to Fig. 12 (a) and 12(c), respectively.

It was found that at �20 �C, methanol diffusion in MCM-41 nm channels is controlled by hydrogen bond interaction and
van derWaals force. However, for SWNTs, it is only controlled by van der Waals force. It was also found the 129Xe signal in gas
phase changed significantly during adsorption and desorption in SWNTs. Further experiments proved that this is caused by
the depolarization of HP 129Xe caused by the strong interaction between SWNTs tube and HP 129Xe. The theoretical calcu-
lation of molecular simulation shows that methanol diffusion in SWNTs nanometer channels belongs to super diffusion, and
the diffusion coefficient is much higher than that of MCM-41.
5. Spin polarization transfer of Xe atom

HP 129Xe can also enhance the polarizability of other nuclei (such as 1H, 29Si, 13C) through polarization transfer, so as to
improve the sensitivity of NMR [79e82]. In 1996, Pines first mixed HP 129Xe which produced using optical pumping spin
exchange (OPSE) method with the nuclear spin sample to be enhanced. Through the cross relaxation between them, the
polarizability of HP 129Xe was transferred to the nuclear spin sample which needs to be enhanced and defined as spin po-
larization induced nuclear Overhauser effect (SPINOE) [83]. It is a simple and practical method for improving the sensitivity of
NMR signal without other conditions such as low-field thermal mixing or high-field cross-polarization. Although the po-
larization enhancement obtained by the SPINOE experiment of benzene for the first time is not obvious, it opens up a new
application prospect for NMR.

Brunner et al. [28] first introduced the MAS method into the SPINOE experiment and observed the SPINOE phenomenon
fromHP 129Xe to surface 1H nuclei of SiO2. Use the same device, Brunner also observed the spin polarization transferred under
MAS condition from HP 129Xe to13C [84]. 129Xe gas with the polarization of 1%e2% was injected into C60 and C70 samples at
150 K. 13C signal of C60 was enhanced by 1.15 times at d 144. However, in C70, different positions of spin have different
intensification, amongwhich, the 13C signal generated by C2 and C3 at d 147 has the largest enhancement about 1.25 times. The
reason for this selective enhancement may be that 129Xe atom is most easily approached to this position, or that 129Xe atom
with hyperpolarization is adsorbed at this position and produces higher energy.
6. Conclusion and future perspective

HP 129Xe NMR has been proven as a robust tool used in porous materials for probing structures, interconnectivity and
functionality. It also plays an important role as a sensitive probe molecule to provide information about electronic property
and position of cations in the zeolite intra-channel or intra-cavity, interactions between adsorbed species, the structural
Fig. 11. In situ HP 129Xe 2D-EXSY MAS NMR spectra recorded at 180 �C with tmix of (a) 30ms, (b) 50ms, and (c) 80ms. Adapted with permission [39]. Copyright
2009, American Chemical Society..
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Fig. 12. In situ HP 129Xe MAS NMR spectra recorded as a function of time, with a time resolution of 30 s per spectrum during desorption and desorption of
methanol in MCM-41 (a) and SWNT (c) nanochannels at �20 �C; time variation in relative peak intensities of 129Xe in MCM-41 (b) and SWNT (d) in nanochannels
and in the gas phase. The solid lines represent normalized experimental data and the dashed lines are the best fits to the data of 129Xe in nanochannels. Adapted
with permission [79]. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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flexibility of the metal-organic framework. 2D EXSY NMR spectrum is useful for obtaining the information on the pore-
connectivity and dynamic exchange processes of xenon in different domains in porous materials.

In situ HP 129Xe NMR corresponding with CF and MAS technique is a high efficiency method to investigate dynamics and
kinetics of adsorption and reaction in the catalytic process. The advantages of HP 129Xe with much higher sensitivity and
shorter acquisition time allow the kinetics to be probed in a confined geometry under the continuous-flow conditions close to
the real heterogeneous catalysis. As a new powerful technique, in situ HP 129Xe NMR, in combination with other methods, is
bound to give much more useful information which will help us to reveal the catalytic intermediates and catalytic processes.

Spin polarization transferred under MAS fromHP 129Xe to other nuclei (such as 1H, 29Si, 13C) will provide an opportunity to
investigate the host-guest interaction between Xe atom and adsorption sites of porous materials. This method has not only
made achievements in the research of solidmaterial, but also has great potential for the research of medical, biological protein
and other molecules. Correspondingly, the development of this method to improve the detection sensitivity of more nuclei is
also a new challenge.
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